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Month in Review – A review of events that influenced the share market in October.
October justified its reputation as one of the worst months for equity markets falling 2.18%. Since 1927 the S&P 500 Index in the USA has
risen on average only 0.5% during the month of October, making it one of the worst trading months of the year.
Stock markets around the globe traded down due to continuing political uncertainty in the United States and a weaker than expected third
quarter reporting season. This was compounded by well-known tech heavyweights, Ebay and Amazon, falling heavily after posting weaker
than expected earnings results.
Domestically the Small Ordinaries Index underperformed the Top 100 Index for the first time in a number of months with a number of high
growth stocks retracting from their recent highs. Over the last calendar year we have seen the Small Ordinaries outperform the Top 100
Index by over 11%. An incredible performance as investors shied away from banks, supermarket operators and large insurers.
In stock specific news the long awaited merger between gaming rivals Tabcorp and Tatts Group was finally announced with the combined
business set to become an $11 billion dollar gaming giant with dominant positions in wagering and lotteries.
It wasn’t all good news for the gaming sector however with Crown Resorts falling heavily after a number of its employees were detained
on suspicion of advertising its casino business in mainland China. We discuss the risks of investing in the gaming and other highly regulated
industries later in the newsletter.
Other notable falls were private hospital operator, Healthscope, after announcing a slowdown in elective admissions and Ardent Leisure
following the terrible tragedy at its Dreamworld theme park on the Gold Coast.

Chart of the Month – The rise and fall of Blackberry
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The Blackberry example is a pertinent reminder
of how quickly things can change and is
something we are continually watching for with
all of our invested companies. If you aren’t willing
to change, the world will simply pass you by.
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Due Diligence – A closer look at a company of interest
As discussed earlier in the newsletter Crown Resorts fell 17% in October after a number of its employees were detained in China.
Although Crown doesn’t have any operations in mainland China it’s been alleged that employees were potentially advertising to attract
high rollers to its Macau operations. Gambling and the advertising of gambling has been illegal in mainland China for a number of years
despite Macau’s reputation as the “Monte Carlo of the Orient”. As an autonomous colony, Macau is free to operate gaming venues with
gaming generating nearly 40% of the region’s GDP.
Although there’s no evidence that any Crown
employees have committed a crime it’s a timely
reminder as to the risks that occur when investing in
industries such as gaming, that are highly regulated.
This year we have seen the aged cared operators falling
heavily after the government announced a change to
fee treatments, we have witnessed the death of the
listed vocational education sector which was relying
heavily on government funding and the Slater & Gordon
share price halving after the UK changed its motor
vehicle damages laws.
Whilst we do have some exposure to companies with a
regulatory overlay such as private hospital operator
Ramsay Healthcare, investors must be cognisant of the
risks associated with such investments.
We generally tend to favour companies that operate in
free markets, producing a product or service that does
not require government funding and operating in an
industry that’s relatively free from regulatory
intervention.

The month in gaming stocks…

There are times when this works against us, such as the recently announced merger of Tatts and Tabcorp which saw Tatts bounce 15% on
the day of the announcement but over the long term we feel the risks of investing heavily in such sectors outweighs the potential gains
that can be made.

‘On the road’ – feedback from a month of company meetings
October was a busy month for the JMFG investment team attending a number of conferences including a Micro Cap and Technology
Conference before heading to Sydney to see a number of companies of interest.
Throughout the course of our travels we caught up with IVF market leader Virtus Health, disruptive financial companies Hub24 and
Clearview Wealth, software providers Class and Nearmap, online retailers Temple & Webster and Redbubble, vacuum retailer Godfreys,
traffic data provider GTN and telecommunications provider Vocus. Pleasingly a number of these companies have been added to an
appropriate strategy or have been earmarked for addition when the valuation becomes more attractive.
The benefit of meeting with companies in a face
to face, one on one environment cannot be
underestimated as time spent with a CEO or
Managing Director understanding their vision of
the future is incredibly valuable when
constructing an investment thesis.
In the case of Vocus, CEO Geoff Horth has been in
a challenging situation of late having survived a
proposed spill by two now ex-members of his
Board and dealing with the resultant fall in share
price that comes with boardroom uncertainty.
Having sat face to face with Geoff we feel relatively confident that we have an understanding of the issues confronting the business as
opposed to reacting blindly to rumours in the press.
We feel this is one of our strengths as investment managers; understanding the multitude of issues and complexities within a company
that aren’t apparent in a balance sheet or profit and loss statement. Investing is as much art as it is science and one of the more
intangible aspects of investing is understanding the personality of management – are they calm, and clear thinkers? Do they present well
and show strong leadership? Are they positive communicators? These are all questions we ask ourselves during these meetings and the
answers go a long way to impacting our investment decision.
With over 2,000 listed Australian companies there is a large universe of potential investments out there and unfortunately the only way
to keep finding gems to is to turnover as many rocks as possible.
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